Timestamp Store
Phone: 1-866-432-0042 / INT'L 1-718-859-0917

Fax: 718-228-7476

We Will Match Any Current Web Advertised Price!

Widmer ND-3 Date/Numbering Stamp
http://www.timestampstore.com/Date_Numbering_Stamp_118_12777.html

OUR PRICE
LIST PRICE :
INSTANT SAVING :
SALES PRICE :
SHIPPING CHARGE :

PRODUCT ID # : 12777

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION
Max. Stock Thickness
Throat Depth
Voltage

.25 in.
2.75 in.
115V volts

DIMENSIONS
Weight:
Width:
Length:
Height:

18.00 lbs.
4.75 inches
10.00 inches
7.25 inches

$793.00
- $208.00

$585.00
FREE

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
Widmer ND 3 Electronic Number and Date
Machine Comes with one FREE Ribbon inserted
into the Stamp. Choose a Blue, Black, Red,
Green or Purple Ribbon. If you are scanning in
color, Purple is the recommend color as it shows
up best. Indicate your color choice in the Order
Notes in the Shopping Cart. The Widmer ND 3
has 6 digit consecutive action number plus a
manually set month, date and year in addition to
the features of the Model N 3 . It is a very fast
and efficient machine for numbering and dating
invoices, purchase orders and documents of all
types. Eliminates the need for pre numbered
forms, and is a versatile and economical way to
control your paperwork flow. Consecutive action
will advance with each stamping. Available with
either consecutive, duplicate, triplicate or
quadruplicate action but not a combination of
these . Any combination of number, letter and
dash wheels up to 11 wheels. The Model ND 3
can be furnished with repeat switch and guide
platforms available for special print locations.
The insertion of the paper activates the trigger
for split second stamping. A new, open throat
allows greater accessibility documents of letter
size or small tickets may be inserted with ease.
The trigger can be adjusted to allow a selection
of imprint locations. The other important feature
is the stamping blow which can be increased to
penetrate carbonized forms and pressure
sensitive carbonless forms. Maximum Height of
Documents that can be inserted into the stamp
and the stamp will still print 3 8 inch. If you
anticipate inserting documents that are close to
the acceptable limit into the machine, we
recommend you purchase the Custom Baffle.
FEATURES Instant operation Lasting
performance Accurate numbering Penetrates
forms Quality impressions The Model ND 3 is
simple to operate just plug into an ordinary 110
volt AC circuit. The numbers will advance

automatically with each impression as well as
the automatic ribbon. SPECIFICATIONS
Dimensions 7 1 4 H, 4 3 4 W and 10 D Weight
18 lbs. 115 V 60 HZ. Prints 1 8 from the edge of
the document on the left margin. Call for right
margin printing and a listing of other options.
Also available for 220 voltage.
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